Driving Light
Wiring Harness

USER MANUAL

PLEASE READ AND UNDERSTAND THIS MANUAL
COMPLETELY BEFORE USING THE PRODUCT

Installation:
1. Lay out the wiring in the engine bay, making sure the Deutsch plugs can reach the location of your
lights, the terminals can reach the battery and the switch can penetrate through the firewall.
2. Take the in-line fuse out of the wiring harness.
3. Connect the negative(-) wire to the negative terminal of the battery.
4. Find a suitable bolt to mount the relay to. It should be mounted high in the engine, out of the way of
mud and water.
5. From the relay there will be a length of cord with a single white plug on the end. This is to connect
your driving lights to your high-beam switch.
Run this wire to the back of the headlight, disconnect the plug and place the appropriate head light
adapter in-line. Connect the adapter to your driving light harness.
6. Next, run the Deutsch plugs to the front of your vehicle, and connect them to the Driving Lights
7. Then, disconnect the terminals from the switch and run them through the firewall into your vehicles
cabin. Find a suitable location to mount the switch and reconnect the terminals like so:
(labelled black, red and white)
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8. Connect the positive(+) wire to positive(+) battery terminal and insert the in-line fuse back
into its socket.
9. Doublecheck all of your connections and that the wires are secured and away from any sharp, hot
or moving parts.
10. Test the lights.
Note: high beams must be on for the driving lights to work

Negatively switched vehicles:
If the driving lights do not come on or turn on with low beam, there is a good chance your vehicle is
negatively switched. Here is how to adjust the adapter to work with a negatively switched vehicle:
11. Remove the in-line fuse & disconnect the adapter from the back of the headlight.
12. Using a flat-head screw driver pop out the terminals from both the socket and the plug and
reinsert them like so:

Standard H4 Plug

Negative Switch

WHITE

RED
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High-Beam
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Negative

BLACK
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13. Insert the adapter back in-line with the headlight and connect to the wiring harness.
14. Insert the in-line fuse back into the socket.
Test the lights, they will now work with a negatively switched vehicle.
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12 MONTH LIMITED

WARRANTY
WARRANTY PERIOD:
Full 12 month warranty from date of purchase against all manufacturing defects.

WHAT DOES THE WARRANTY COVER?
Under normal usage conditions, this warranty covers:
a. Any defect in design or manufacture which results in the product failing to
perform substantially as described in authorised advertising or literature.
b. We will either repair or replace the product at our discretion providing that the fault is found
to have been caused by a design or manufacturing defect and not misuse or tampering.
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods
fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. The benefits provided
to you as the consumer by this warranty are in addition to other rights and remedies available to you
under the law.

THE WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER:
a. Any damage resulting from improper use
b. Faulty installation or modification made during installation
c. The cost of removing and reinstalling the product
d. Travel and /or other expenses due to customer’s remote location
e. Transport charges and damage in transit. It is your responsibility to deliver and pick up your product,
including any costs associated with the postage of your repair or replacement product. If you do
freight your product we recommend that you insure against loss or damage.
f.

Any loss directly or indirectly associated with the product failing to operate.

g. Damage caused by mould, insects, animals, misuse, incorrect operation, adverse weather,
accidents and fair wear and tear
TO MAKE A CLAIM, PLEASE ENSURE YOU RETAIN YOUR SALES RECEIPT OF PURCHASE

CALL 1800 88 39 64
OUTDOOR SUPACENTRE PTY LTD
2 Stanley St Silverwater NSW, 2128
PHONE: 1800 88 39 64
www.4wdsupacentre.com.au
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